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Abstract E-commerce sales are increasing every year and customers who buy goods
on the Internet have high service level expectations. In order to meet these expecta-
tions, a company’s logistics operations need to be performed carefully. Optimizing
only internal warehouse processes will often lead to suboptimal solutions. The inter-
relationship between the order picking process and the delivery process should not
be ignored. Therefore, in this study, an order picking problem and a vehicle routing
problem with time windows and release dates are solved simultaneously using a sin-
gle optimization framework. To the best of our knowledge, it is the first time that an
order picking problem and a vehicle routing problem are integrated. A mixed inte-
ger linear programming formulation for this integrated order picking-vehicle routing
problem (OP-VRP) is provided. The integrated OP-VRP is solved for small instances
and the results are compared to these of an uncoordinated approach. Computational
experiments show that integration can lead to cost savings of 14% on average. Fur-
thermore, higher service levels can be offered by allowing customers to request their
orders later and still get delivered within the same time windows.

Keywords integrated problem · order picking · vehicle routing · release dates ·
e-commerce

1 Introduction

In the last decades, a lot of manufacturing plants moved from Europe to countries
with low costs to remain competitive (EESC 2003, 2014). This offshoring led to
a loss of approximately 3.5 million jobs in the manufacturing industry in the EU
since 2008 (EESC 2014). At the same time, many multinational companies built a
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distribution center (DC) in Europe. These DCs are generally responsible for the de-
liveries of goods produced outside Europe to European customers within the context
of business-to-consumer (B2C) e-commerce transactions (Hultkrantz and Lumsden
2001). In the last decade, the European B2C e-commerce sales has been growing an-
nually with 12% on average. More specifically, in 2015, the B2C e-commerce sales
grew with approximately 13.5% in Europe. This expansion of the B2C e-commerce
sector has led to the creation of approximately 2.5 million jobs in Europe (Ecom-
merce Europe 2016).

The rise of e-commerce creates new challenges and opportunities for the logistics
system (Richards 2014). New distribution channels and structures arise, which lead to
more complex distribution networks. For instance, goods are often transported from
a DC to a postal office depot from where the goods are delivered to customers by a
mailman, or even delivered directly from a DC to the end customer (Hultkrantz and
Lumsden 2001). As such, compared to traditional distribution networks, wholesalers
and retailers are often bypassed. Furthermore, in an e-commerce context, customers
order more frequently in smaller quantities (Gong and de Koster 2008). As a con-
sequence, the number of consignments increases (Hultkrantz and Lumsden 2001).
In Europe, approximately 4.2 billion B2C parcels are sent to customers annually
(Ecommerce Europe 2016). This large number of smaller quantities makes it more
challenging to consolidate customer orders in an efficient way.

Customers expect a fast and accurate delivery within tight time windows, prefer-
ably home delivery, and this at a low cost or even free (de Koster 2003). This free
shipping leads to higher costs for companies. Often same day or next day delivery
is promised to customers (Gong and de Koster 2008). In order to fulfill these ex-
pectations at low costs, excellent logistics performance is indispensable (Hultkrantz
and Lumsden 2001). In the first place, internal warehouse processes need to be op-
timized. Storage location, batching, zoning, and routing decisions in a warehouse
should be taken simultaneously as these problems have interdependencies. However,
studies in which these problems are integrated are rather scarce (de Koster et al 2007).
Moreover, after the (e-commerce) orders are picked in a warehouse, these need to be
delivered to customers. Accordingly, order picking and distribution are interrelated.
Instead of solving an order picking problem (OPP) and a vehicle routing problem
(VRP) separately and sequentially, these two problems can be integrated into a single
optimization problem. In an integrated problem, both subproblems are solved simul-
taneously to obtain an overall optimal solution.

However, nowadays, B2C e-commerce companies often outsource their delivery
operations to a third-party logistics (3PL) service operator. Every day, the 3PL oper-
ator picks up the goods at the DC at a fixed time, mostly in the evening. Based on the
pickup time, the e-commerce company determines a cut-off time. All goods ordered
before this cut-off time are picked before the 3PL service provider arrives at the DC.
Goods ordered after the cut-off time are handled in the DC before the next pickup
time. As can be seen in Fig. 1(a), the order picking process and the delivery pro-
cess are strictly separated by the pickup time implied by the 3PL service provider. In
the integrated approach, the e-commerce company executes the delivery operations
itself, or there is coordination between the e-commerce company and the 3PL ser-
vice provider. No fixed pickup times are implied anymore. By coordinating the order
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(a) Uncoordinated approach (with 3PL)

(b) Integrated approach

Fig. 1 Timeline for an uncoordinated and integrated approach

picking and distribution process, and exchanging information, a vehicle can leave the
DC whenever a sufficient number of orders to conduct a delivery route are picked. As
such, there is more flexibility in the start of the distribution process. The picking and
delivery operations overlap in time, as illustrated in Fig. 1(b). A vehicle is already
delivering picked orders, while orders which will be delivered by another vehicle are
still being picked in the DC. Consequently, goods which are ordered late can possibly
still be delivered, whereas in the uncoordinated approach the delivery would be after
the next pickup time. The relevance of the integrated problem in a warehouse en-
vironment is demonstrated by the example of Amazon, an international e-commerce
company. In Germany, Amazon starts with its own package delivery service to deliver
customer orders handled in their warehouses instead of outsourcing these activities
to a 3PL service provider. By delivering orders itself, Amazon has more flexibility in
their delivery services (VerkehrsRundschau 2015).

The focus of this paper is on the integration of a VRP with an OPP for B2C e-
commerce sales. As production and warehousing have rather similar characteristics,
problems similar to the integrated production scheduling-vehicle routing problems
(PS-VRPs) can be formulated for the integration of order picking and vehicle routing
in a warehouse context. In both problems, jobs need to be assigned to resources in
such a way that an objective is met, e.g., cost minimization or service level maxi-
mization. However, to the best of the authors’ knowledge, no other studies compared
these combinatorial optimization problems before.

Historically, production and distribution subproblems are solved sequentially which
often leads to suboptimal solutions, as proved by Chen and Vairaktarakis (2005), Park
and Hong (2009), and Chang et al (2014). These studies indicate that integration can
lead to a solution improvement between 5% and 20% compared to an uncoordinated
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approach. Recently, the integration of a production scheduling problem and a VRP at
the operational decision level has received more attention in the scientific literature,
see e.g., Farahani et al (2012), Amorim et al (2013) and Li et al (2016) among others.
A review on and classification of integrated PS-VRPs can be found in Chen (2010)
and Moons et al (2017).

The contribution of this paper is threefold: (1) indicating similarities and differ-
ences between production scheduling problems and order picking problems in order
to being able to translate existing integrated studies in a production context to a ware-
house context; (2) formulating an integrated order picking-vehicle routing problem
(OP-VRP); and, (3) solving the integrated OP-VRP and measuring the value of an
integrated approach over an uncoordinated approach.

The most related studies to our work are Low et al (2013, 2014, in press) and
Zhang et al (2016). Low et al (2013, 2014, in press) consider an integration of a prac-
tical scheduling problem in a DC with a VRP. However, in our paper, an integrated
mathematical model is formulated using the terminology of warehousing instead of
production related terminology used in the studies of Low et al (2013, 2014, in press).
Additionally, more realistic assumptions are made such as multiple order pickers,
loading times, and a limited number of heterogeneous vehicles. Zhang et al (2016)
are the only ones who examine an integration of order picking and distribution op-
erations in a B2C e-commerce context. In their study, delivery is outsourced to 3PL
service providers. As such, the OPP is integrated with simple distribution operations,
and not with a VRP. In our study, however, vehicle routing decisions are explicitly
taken into account in the integrated problem. To the authors’ knowledge, it is the first
time that an OPP and a VRP are integrated.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Sect. 2 compares concepts
used in production scheduling problems and order picking problems. In Sect. 3, the
problem characteristics of the proposed integrated OP-VRP are explained. Sect. 4 re-
views the state-of-the-art literature. Mathematical models are formulated for an order
picking problem, a vehicle routing problem with time windows and release dates, and
an integrated OP-VRP in Sect. 5. Sect. 6 sets out the computational experiments exe-
cuted and assesses the value of integration. Finally, in Sect. 7, conclusions and future
research directions are presented.

2 Comparing production and warehousing

In this paper, order picking and vehicle routing are integrated into a single problem.
The most related literature is on the integration of supply chain functions in a pro-
duction environment. Therefore, the production processes and properties need to be
translated to a warehouse context. In research on production and warehousing dif-
ferent terminologies are generally used to describe similar processes. Hence, most
production concepts can be easily adapted to warehouse concepts. We focus on the
basic concepts of both supply chain functions. It is not our aim to compare all exist-
ing production and warehousing concepts. Table 1 gives an overview of the related
terminology used in production and warehousing.
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Table 1 Terminology used in production and warehouse context

Production context Warehouse context

production order picking
production scheduling order sequencing
job order
task or operation order line
machine order picker
production time retrieval time/order picking time
single or parallel machine scheduling single order picking
single or parallel machine scheduling with p-batching batch picking
make to order pick by line/pick to zero
bundling machine environment synchronized zoning
job shop or flow shop progressive zoning

In a manufacturing plant the main activity is production, while in a warehouse
it is order picking. Production refers to the processes which transform inputs, such
as raw materials, into outputs demanded by customers using resources (Jacobs and
Chase 2011). Production scheduling is the process of allocating scarce resources,
e.g., machines and employees, to jobs over time to optimize a single or multiple
objective(s) (Graves 1981; Lawler et al 1993). For each resource in a production
environment a schedule is determined. The schedules of the multiple resources can
be represented in a Gantt chart. An example can be found in Fig. 2(a) in which Ji
represents job i.

(a) Gantt chart (b) Pick list

Fig. 2 Example of a Gantt chart and a pick list

Order picking is the warehousing process of retrieving products from specific
storage locations in a warehouse to satisfy customer requests (Petersen and Schmen-
ner 1999; Henn 2015). Order sequencing is determining the sequence in which the
different customer orders should be picked (Elsayed et al 1993) to meet the due date
of each order. The result is a pick list for each order picker which indicates the order
lines he should pick and in which sequence (Henn et al 2012), as shown in Fig. 2(b).

In order to refer to a customer request, the term job is used in a production en-
vironment and the term order is used in a warehouse environment. A job consists of
multiple tasks (or operations) which should all be completed before the entire job is
finished, while an order consists of order lines, each of which indicating a different
product with the corresponding requested quantity and storage location (de Koster
et al 1999).
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Both in production and order picking, customer requests need to be assigned to a
limited number of resources. Resources in a production context, i.e., machines, can
be compared with these in a warehouse, i.e., order pickers. In fact, a resource can
be generally defined as a time scale with certain time intervals available (Conway
et al 1967) to which jobs or orders can be assigned to be processed and completed
for delivery. Furthermore, in both problems, decisions have to be made about the
sequence in which the different customer requests should be processed.

The production processing time is the time needed to produce the quantity de-
manded of a product using the resources. A setup time to prepare a resource to pro-
cess a job (Allahverdi and Soroush 2008) is often included in the processing time
(Allahverdi et al 1999). The order picking processing time (or retrieval time) is the
time needed by an order picker to complete a route to pick the items requested in that
specific order. The picking time consists of several components: (1) travel time be-
tween storage locations which need to be visited; (2) search time to find the required
item; (3) pick time to grab the required quantity of items; and, (4) setup time. Travel
times are the dominant component in the picking time, responsible for approximately
half the total order picking time, while setup times are rather negligible (Tompkins
et al 2003; de Koster et al 2007; Henn et al 2012). The setup time in an order pick-
ing process is the administrative time at the beginning and end of a picking tour. It
includes the time needed for an order picker to obtain a new pick list and an empty
picking device at the start point of a tour and to return to this point after completing
a tour (Van Nieuwenhuyse and de Koster 2009).

A single order picking policy (or pick-by-order) in which a single order is picked
at a time in a warehouse can be compared with, depending on the number of or-
der pickers, single or parallel machine scheduling in the case that each job consists
of one task. In a warehouse context, however, order batching (or pick-by-batch or
batch picking), in which several orders are picked in a single picking tour by an order
picker (de Koster et al 1999, 2007; Henn 2015), is often applied. Order batching in
a warehouse can be seen as single or parallel machine scheduling with p-batching
in a production environment. In p-batching (or parallel batching) jobs are processed
simultaneously on a machine. The largest processing time of a job in a batch defines
the processing time of the batch (Brucker 2007). However, the picking time of a batch
will not be equal to the largest order picking time in the batch. The batch picking time
will be larger than the picking time of each individual order in the batch, but in gen-
eral shorter than the sum of all individual order picking times. In order to determine
the picking time a traveling salesman problem for each order or batch needs to be
solved.

A specific picking method is pick by line (pick to zero). This picking method is
mainly applied in a DC which executes cross-docking operations. In a cross-docking
DC, goods are not stored for a long period of time. When goods arrive at the DC,
they are immediately sorted and loaded into roll cages for each individual store (or
customer) in the required quantities. In contrast to a traditional DC, goods are not
assigned to a storage location from which the required number of items is picked
(Rushton et al 2001; Fernie and Sparks 2004). Pick by line can be compared to a make
to order process in a production environment. In this situation, a manufacturer starts
producing after a good has been requested by a customer. Then, the exact number of
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items is produced. Thus, the customer is not being delivered from stock (Jacobs and
Chase 2011).

Furthermore, a warehouse can be divided into different zones. Order pickers can
only pick items in the zone to which they are assigned. An order can consist of order
lines with picking locations in different zones. Consequently, multiple order pick-
ers should work on the order. Two variants of zoning occur. In the first variant, called
parallel picking (or synchronized zoning), order pickers of each zone work simultane-
ously (in parallel) on the same order. In each zone, the order lines of which the storage
locations are located in that zone are picked. At the end, the order lines picked in each
zone are merged together. Synchronized zoning can be compared with a bundling ma-
chine environment in a production context in which m independent tasks of a job need
to be processed on m dedicated machines. These m operations need to be bundled to-
gether before the job can be delivered (Chen 2010). The tasks of a job which need
to be processed on a specific machine can be compared with order lines of an order
which need to be picked in specific warehouse zones. The second variant is called
progressive zoning (or pick-and-pass or sequential zoning). In contrast to synchro-
nized zoning, an order is picked sequentially in the different zones. One order picker
starts with the order. Once all order lines in one zone are picked, the order is passed
on to an order picker in another zone (de Koster et al 2007). Progressive zoning can
be related to a flow shop or a job shop in a production environment. In a job shop or
flow shop, a job is processed on different machines in a specified order. Similar to
passing on a job to the next machine in a job shop or flow shop, in progressive zoning
an order is passed on to an order picker in the next zone.

The comparison of production and warehouse processes in this section has two
objectives: (1) to act as a starting point for describing and formulating an integrated
OP-VRP in a warehouse context making use of the existing literature in a production
environment; and, (2) to show the relationship between warehousing and production
in order to connect the two research communities. It could stimulate the application
of concepts and solution approaches in each other’s domain.

3 Problem description

In this paper, an integrated OP-VRP is investigated to determine an overall solution
for both the order picking process and the vehicle routing problem. In a DC, customer
orders need to be picked by order pickers. After the orders are picked, they need to
be delivered to the customers. Both an order picking schedule and vehicle delivery
routes need to be determined. Currently, in most warehouses a fixed due date is being
implied before which all orders need to be picked. The due date separates the order
picking process and the vehicle routing, and represents the pickup time by a 3PL ser-
vice provider, or the internal distribution department when there is no coordination.
This pickup time implies a cut-off time, which indicates the time before which orders
should be placed if they need to be picked up by the vehicle at the pickup time. In the
integrated problem, the influence of eliminating this picking due date is examined. To
the best of our knowledge, it is the first time an OPP and a VRP are incorporated into
a single optimization problem. The studies of Low et al (2013, 2014, in press) are
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the most related to our problem in spite of the fact that they make use of terminology
used in production environment and make some less realistic assumptions, as will be
illustrated in Sect. 4.3.

The following assumptions related to the DC are made. A number of order pickers
work in parallel in a single zone to pick items requested by customers. The order
pickers may have picking devices with different capacities and are available at time
0. The wage of an order picker per time unit worked is taken into account. Additional
temporary order pickers can be hired in case of a high customer demand. The wage
of a temporary order picker is higher than that of a regular order picker due to the
uncertainty they have about their work and to value their flexibility. Furthermore, a
maximum number of order pickers can work at a time to avoid congestion in the aisles
of the warehouse. A picker-to-product system is used, i.e., manual order pickers travel
along the picking locations (van den Berg 1999). Splitting of orders over multiple
order pickers is not allowed. Each order, consisting of one or more order lines, is
picked individually without interruption in a single tour, i.e., single order picking
policy. Batching of orders is not applied in the order picking process.

When the picking of a customer order is completed, the corresponding goods are
released to be delivered. The distribution operations are executed by a limited number
of vehicles which can have different capacities and costs. Both a variable cost per time
unit of the tour length, which includes the wage of the driver and the fuel cost, and a
fixed cost for using a vehicle are incurred. The fleet is originally located at the DC to
which each vehicle should return after a route is completed. The routing is defined on
a complete undirected graph. Travel times of the delivery network are symmetric and
satisfy the triangle inequality, i.e., ti j + t jk ≥ tik. Service times, which are the loading
times at the DC and unloading times at the customer locations, are explicitly taken
into account.

Each customer has specified a time window in which the delivery of the order
should start. In a B2C e-commerce context, the time windows correspond to the time
periods indicated during the online purchase process, within which the customers are
available to accept the parcel. As such, an early or tardy delivery is not possible. If a
vehicle arrives early, it has to wait at the customer’s location until the beginning of the
time window. A customer order cannot be split, i.e., an order is delivered by a single
vehicle. However, different orders of the same customer can be delivered in different
routes. An order can be delivered immediately to the corresponding customer after
completion of the picking process or different orders can be consolidated into a route.
It is assumed that as long as the total physical space of the orders loaded onto a vehicle
does not exceed the capacity of that vehicle, a loading plan can be found in which all
orders fit into the vehicle.

The described problem is a first attempt to integrate order picking processes and
vehicle routing in a B2C e-commerce environment. Hence, relatively basic formula-
tions are applied, especially for the order picking subproblem. The authors are aware
that in a real-world DC the order picking process is more complex. First, several
orders are generally batched to be picked in the same route through the warehouse.
However, to be able to compute the effective impact of integration, and not the impact
of assigning orders to different batches, a single order picking policy is applied in this
study. Second, customers can order goods on the Internet 24/7. Thus, demand cannot
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be known in advance and the arrival time of the orders is uncertain. As the described
problem is static, the scattering of the order placement over time will be simulated
in the computational experiments by using different values for the order dates, which
indicate the moment in time that the orders are requested by the customers. More-
over, we do not include recent developments in order picking research. For instance,
new picking policies, e.g., pick by line or pick to zero, and routing strategies, e.g.,
polling-based routing, are not incorporated.

4 Literature review

The described problem is an integration of an order picking problem and a vehicle
routing problem with release dates. The state-of-the-art literature on both problems
as well as on integrated problems is reviewed.

4.1 Order picking problem

In a warehouse, order picking is the major cost component as it is a labor-intensive
activity (Tompkins et al 2003). In a B2C e-commerce environment a large number
of small orders need to be picked, which makes it even more labor-intensive (Agatz
et al 2008). Additionally, late orders are accepted to provide excellent customer ser-
vice (de Koster et al 2007). Therefore, the order picking process needs to be planned
carefully such that the requested items are picked as fast as possible in a cost-efficient
way. In a warehouse, decisions need to be taken on three major aspects: the picking
policy, the routing policy, and the storage policy. For a thorough review on warehous-
ing and order picking, the reader is referred to de Koster et al (2007) and Chen et al
(2010).

In the majority of papers, the total route length is minimized (Davarzani and Nor-
rman 2015). When order pickers travel at a constant speed and there is no conges-
tion, the total order picking time is minimized as well (Chen et al 2010). The shorter
the picking time, the sooner the orders are available to be delivered to customers
(de Koster et al 2007). Additionally, by minimizing the route lengths and as such the
picking times, a single order picker can pick more orders during his working hours,
or less order pickers are needed to pick the same number of orders. Consequently,
lower labor costs are incurred (Ruben and Jacobs 1999).

In our problem, a single order picking policy is used as a first step to integrate
both an OPP and a VRP. Single order picking is easy to operate and orders need not
be sorted afterwards which reduces the possibility of errors. As the customer orders
and the storage locations of each item are considered to be known in advance in
our problem, the tour length of each order can be determined based on the routing
strategy applied. Consequently, based on the tour lengths and the travel speed of the
order pickers, the order picking times can be predetermined in a separate optimization
problem. The total order picking time is the sum of the picking time of all orders.
Regular and temporary order pickers travel at the same speed. Thus, the picking time
of a specific order is the same regardless it is picked by a regular or a temporary order
picker.
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Hence, in contrast with most studies on order picking, in our integrated problem
the total route length and picking times are known in advance. The only decision
which needs to be made in the OPP is the assignment of orders to regular or tem-
porary order pickers. As the wage of a temporary order picker is higher than that of
a regular order picker, orders need only to be assigned to temporary order pickers
when a picking schedule with only regular order pickers is not feasible. In the latter
scenario, temporary order pickers need to pick the orders with the smallest picking
times. Consequently, in order to estimate the impact of the integrated OP-VRP, the
total picking costs per minute working for regular and temporary order pickers are
minimized instead of minimizing the total distance traveled which is generally the
objective function in order picking problems.

4.2 Vehicle routing problem with release dates

In the classical VRP, goods need to be distributed from one or more depot(s) to a set
of geographically scattered customers by constructing routes along a network in such
a way that all requirements are fulfilled and an objective is met. A fleet of vehicles is
located at the depot(s). Both the vehicles and the goods are available at the beginning
of the time horizon (Toth and Vigo 2014). A detailed classification and review of
classical VRPs can be found in Braekers et al (2016b).

Recently, some studies have considered VRPs in which not all goods are available
at the beginning of the time horizon. The moment the goods become available at the
depot for delivery to customers is called the release date. Release dates link different
levels in a supply chain: production and delivery, or order picking and delivery. This
class of problems is called vehicle routing problems with release dates (VRP-rd).

To the best of our knowledge, Cattaruzza et al (2013, 2014, 2016) are the first
ones to investigate a VRP-rd and extend it to a VRP with time windows and release
dates (VRPTW-rd) in which each of the identical capacitated vehicles can conduct
multiple trips. The delivery of goods should start within the time window specified.
Furthermore, each vehicle has to return to the depot before the end of the time hori-
zon. The objective is to minimize the total time traveled in Cattaruzza et al (2013),
and to minimize the total distance traveled in Cattaruzza et al (2014, 2016).

Archetti et al (2015a) examine the complexity of a VRP-rd when the graph de-
scribing the locations of the depot and the customers has a special structure, either a
star or a line. For both graph structures, two cases are considered. In the first case,
a single vehicle is available which can conduct multiple trips, while in the second
case an unlimited number of vehicles are available which can conduct a single tour.
The vehicles have no capacity limitations. For both cases, two different objectives are
evaluated: (1) minimize the total traveling distance when there is a delivery deadline,
and (2) minimize the maximum value of the sum of travel times and waiting time
when there is no delivery deadline. Archetti et al (2015b) investigate a multi-period
VRP with release and due dates between which goods need to be delivered by a fleet
of homogeneous vehicles. The objective is to minimize the sum of transportation,
inventory holding cost, and penalty costs.
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The VRP in our study is most related to the VRP with order available times (or
release dates) formulated by Liu et al (2017) in an e-commerce industry. The order
available times are the completion times of the order picking and packing process.
Liu et al (2017) make use of a fleet of homogeneous capacitated vehicles to deliver
the parcels. The objective is to minimize the sum of the vehicle completion times,
which include the travel times plus the vehicle departure time at the depot.

Our formulated problem differs from the above mentioned studies in the follow-
ing ways. First, a fleet of heterogeneous vehicles is used instead of a single or an
unlimited number of uncapacitated vehicles in Archetti et al (2015a), or a homoge-
neous capacitated fleet in Cattaruzza et al (2013, 2014, 2016), Archetti et al (2015b)
and Liu et al (2017). In reality, a company often owns vehicles with different capac-
ity restrictions and cost structures. As such, a heterogeneous fleet is a more realistic
assumption. Second, hard time windows are considered in our problem. Archetti et al
(2015a,b) and Liu et al (2017) do not consider time windows. In Archetti et al (2015b)
and the first case of Archetti et al (2015a), a delivery deadline is imposed. More and
more e-commerce companies offer their customers the opportunity to select a time
window within which they want to be delivered. Third, a single-period problem is
considered instead of a multi-period problem as in Archetti et al (2015b). Finally,
each vehicle can conduct a single trip instead of multiple trips.

Despite VRP-rd did not receive a lot of attention in the literature, in integrated PS-
VRPs, where production and distribution are linked, release dates are indispensable.
These release dates are equal to the completion times of the production process. Al-
though the term release dates is not used, it is required that the distribution can only
start after the goods are produced in these integrated studies. In mathematical models
often a constraint is added which requires that the departure time of the vehicle or the
arrival time at the customer is larger than the completion time of the production pro-
cess, e.g., in Park and Hong (2009) and Ullrich (2013). Arda et al (2014) formulate
a multi-period vehicle loading problem with stochastic release dates. This problem
intermediates between a purely uncoordinated approach and a fully integrated ap-
proach. The problem investigates whether transportation decisions can be improved
when forecasts about future releases of items from production are taken into account.

4.3 Integrated problem

Most studies on the integration of supply chain functions deal with a production con-
text and focus on relatively simple delivery operations, such as direct shipments to
customers. A review on integrated production-distribution problems can be found in
Chen (2010) and Wang et al (2015). In the last decade, integrated studies in which
distribution operations are formulated as a VRP have received more attention in the
literature (Chen 2010; Moons et al 2017). In these PS-VRPs often a single or parallel
machine environment is considered. Production, setup, and inventory costs are often
neglected. In recent studies, a heterogeneous fleet of vehicles is available and time
windows are generally included in the vehicle routing subproblem. A more detailed
analysis of the characteristics of integrated PS-VRPs can be found in Moons et al
(2017).
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Zhang et al (2016) consider the integration of an on-line order picking system,
in which customer orders arrive dynamically over time, with a distribution system.
Orders need to be batched in order to maximize the number of orders delivered within
the shortest service time. To the best of our knowledge, Zhang et al (2016) are the
first authors to study the integration of an OPP with distribution operations in an e-
commerce environment. However, delivery is outsourced to a 3PL service provider
and as such fixed departure times of vehicles at the DC are considered. The authors
highlight the integration of order picking processes and VRP as a future research
direction. Our paper is an answer to this call for more research on integrated order
picking-vehicle routing problems.

Whereas Zhang et al (2016) basically focus on the order picking process and in-
clude more realistic characteristics, such as dynamic arrival of orders and batch pick-
ing, in our study, the focus is on the integration order picking and vehicle routing, and
its benefits. The inclusion of a VRP into the integrated problem is more realistic as in
an e-commerce context, several customer orders are delivered in a single route. Fur-
thermore, Zhang et al (2016) maximize the number of delivered orders and minimize
the service time. In the problem formulated in this study, the total costs of picking
and distribution are minimized in order to indicate the value of integration compared
with an uncoordinated approach.

Low et al (2013, 2014, in press) investigate the integration of a practical schedul-
ing problem in a DC with a VRP. Nevertheless, in their problem formulation produc-
tion concepts are used. For instance, to calculate the processing time of an order in
the DC a unit processing time of a retailer is multiplied by the demand of that retailer.
For example, if the unit processing time is equal to 5 and a customer orders 7 units,
the total picking time becomes 35. However, order picking processing times are not
proportional to the demand requested. Travel times between different picking loca-
tions are the major component in order picking times (Tompkins et al 2003; de Koster
et al 2007), which are independent of the quantity ordered. The travel times depend
on the storage locations of the goods in the warehouse.

The problem described in this paper differs from the problem formulated by Low
et al (2013, 2014, in press) in the following ways. First, instead of using a single work-
station (or order picker) for picking and packing, multiple order pickers are available
in our study. Second, the objective in Low et al (2013) is to minimize the time re-
quired to process and deliver all customer orders. However, a processing time in
order picking proportional to customer demand is incorporated, which is not realis-
tic in order picking. As such, in our paper the appropriate order picking terminology
is used instead of production concepts. Third, in Low et al (2014, in press) costs
need to be minimized, but only transportation costs and penalty costs incurred for
violation of time windows are incorporated; order processing costs in the DC are ne-
glected. Besides delivery costs, order picking costs are also included in our study.
Penalty costs are not relevant since in our study hard time windows which may not
be violated are considered. Finally, a limited number of heterogeneous vehicles are
available whereas in Low et al (2013) homogeneous vehicles are used and in Low
et al (2014, in press) an unlimited number of heterogeneous vehicles. Additionally,
in the problem formulated in this paper more real-life characteristics are applied, such
as setup times and vehicle loading times. While the aim of Low et al (2013, 2014,
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in press) is to develop an efficient algorithm to solve the integrated problem, in our
study indicating the value of integration is the main focus.

5 Mathematical formulation

Mixed integer linear programming (MILP) formulations for each subproblem, i.e.,
OP and VRP, are provided in Sect. 5.2 and 5.3, respectively. In Sect. 5.4, a MILP
model is presented for an integrated OP-VRP approach.

5.1 Notation

The sets, indices, parameters, and decision variables needed in the mathematical
models are defined as follows:

Sets and indices
I = {0, ...,n} set of customer orders, indices i and j, where i = 0 indi-

cates the DC
P = {1, ..., p̄, ..., p̃} set of order pickers, where {1, ..., p̄} indicates regular or-

der pickers and { p̄ + 1, ..., p̃} temporary order pickers,
index p

V = {1, ..., v̄} set of vehicles, index v

The indices are related in the following way: an order i is picked by an order
picker p in the warehouse and thereafter delivered to the customer by a vehicle v.

Parameters
Cp capacity of order picker p, in number of items
Cv capacity of vehicle v, in number of items
wi capacity utilization of customer order i (i≥ 1), in number

of items
pti picking time of customer order i (i≥ 1), in minutes
odi order date of customer order i (i≥ 1), in minutes
pd picking due date, in minutes
rdi release date for delivery of customer order i (i ≥ 1), in

minutes
si service time at delivery destination of customer order i,

in minutes; index i = 0 indicates the loading time at the
DC

ti j travel time between delivery destination of customer or-
der i and delivery destination of customer order j, in min-
utes. When two orders belong to the same customer, then
ti j = 0.
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[ai,bi] lower bound ai and upper bound bi of delivery time win-
dow of customer order i (i≥ 1); index i = 0 indicates the
time window in which vehicles can leave and return to
the DC, in minutes

cpregp/cptempp wage per minute of a regular/temporary order picker p
wtmax

reg /wtmax
temp maximum working time of a regular/temporary order

picker, in minutes
NPickmax maximum number of order pickers that can work simul-

taneously
fv fixed cost of using vehicle v
ctv variable cost per minute traveling with vehicle v, includ-

ing both the wage of the driver and the fuel costs
T Lmax maximum tour length, in minutes

Decision variables
STOi start time of picking customer order i (i≥ 1), in minutes
CTOi completion time of picking customer order i (i ≥ 1), in

minutes
ST Tv start time of loading vehicle v, in minutes
T Lv tour length of vehicle v, in minutes
DTi delivery time of customer order i (i≥ 1), i.e., start of un-

loading, in minutes
Xip binary variable which is equal to 1 (Xip = 1) if customer

order i is picked by order picker p
Ui jp binary variable which is equal to 1 (Ui jp = 1) if customer

order j is picked immediately after customer order i (i 6=
j) by order picker p

Yiv binary variable which is equal to 1 (Yiv = 1) if customer
order i is delivered by vehicle v

Zi jv binary variable which is equal to 1 (Zi jv = 1) if customer
order i is delivered immediately before customer order j
(i 6= j) by vehicle v

5.2 Order picking subproblem

In the OP subproblem, a picking due date before which all orders should be picked
needs to be respected in such a way that the vehicle delivering the orders can leave
on time. This due date is considered as the time the vehicle arrives at the DC to pick
up all the orders. The new proposed MILP for the OPP is formulated as a VRP. In
both a VRP and an OPP, a sequence needs to be determined. For each order picker,
a picking sequence is determined which starts and ends with a dummy order 0. The
order picking time and capacity utilization of this dummy order are equal to zero.

min
n

∑
i=1

pti ·
n

∑
j=0

p̄

∑
p=1

cpregp ·Ui jp +
n

∑
i=1

pti ·
n

∑
j=0

p̃

∑
p=p̄+1

cptempp ·Ui jp (1)
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subject to

p̃

∑
p=1

Xip = 1, ∀i ∈ I \{0} (2)

Xip =
n

∑
j=0

Ui jp =
n

∑
j=0

U jip, ∀i ∈ I, p ∈ P, i 6= j (3)

n

∑
j=1

U0 jp ≤ 1, ∀p ∈ P (4)

STOi ≥ odi, ∀i ∈ I \{0} (5)

STO j ≥CTOi−M1 ·

(
1−

p̃

∑
p=1

Ui jp

)
, ∀i, j ∈ I \{0}, i 6= j,M1 = pd (6)

CTOi = STOi + pti, ∀i ∈ I \{0} (7)
CTOi ≤ pd, ∀i ∈ I \{0} (8)

wi ·
n

∑
j=0

Ui jp ≤Cp, ∀i ∈ I \{0}, p ∈ P (9)

p̃

∑
p=1

n

∑
j=1

U0 jp ≤ NPickmax (10)

n

∑
i=1

pti ·
n

∑
j=0

Ui jp ≤ wtmax
reg , ∀p = 1, ..., p̄ (11)

n

∑
i=1

pti ·
n

∑
j=0

Ui jp ≤ wtmax
int , ∀p = p̄+1, ..., p̃ (12)

CTOi,STOi ≥ 0, ∀i ∈ I \{0} (13)
Xip,Ui jp ∈ {0,1}, ∀i, j ∈ I, i 6= j, p ∈ P (14)

The objective function (1) of the order picking subproblem minimizes the sum
of the variable picking costs both for regular and temporary order pickers. Constraint
(2) guarantees that each customer order is assigned to exactly one order picker. Con-
straint (3) specifies that the number of predecessors and successors of a customer
order needs to be equal. Inequality (4) expresses that each order picker can have at
most one order to be picked as first in a sequence. Inequality (5) indicates the earli-
est possible start time for picking a customer order. Constraints (6) and (7) compute
the start time and completion time of picking a customer order, respectively. Inequal-
ity (8) impedes that the picking due date is violated. Constraint (9) ensures that the
capacity of the order picker is not violated. The maximum number of order pickers
working at a time is restricted by Inequality (10). Constraints (11) and (12) limit the
working time of regular and temporary order pickers, respectively. Constraints (13)
and (14) define the domains of the decision variables.
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5.3 Vehicle routing subproblem

In contrast to a classical VRP, not all customer orders are available for delivery at
the same moment in time. In this paper, orders become available for delivery when
the order picking process for that order in the DC is completed. This completion
time CTOi can be considered as the release date of order i in the VRP. The release
dates are considered to be known in the VRP and are used as input from the order
picking subproblem. The formulation is based on Ullrich (2013) with the following
modifications: (1) All vehicles are available at the beginning of the time horizon
and can conduct a single trip. (2) Hard time windows are considered instead of a
soft upper bound. When a vehicle arrives late, it is possible that the customer is no
longer at home to accept the parcel. (3) As tardy deliveries are not allowed, instead
of minimizing the total tardiness the total costs related to the tour lengths and vehicle
usage need to be minimized. (4) The route length of each vehicle trip is limited.
Restricting the route lengths and minimizing these is similar to the studies of Moon
et al (2012) and Belhaiza et al (2014). In Moon et al (2012), the sum of the travel cost,
regular driver labor cost and overtime driver labor cost is minimized, and in Belhaiza
et al (2014) the sum of the travel times and the waiting times is minimized. These two
objective functions are equivalent to minimizing the route lengths. A MILP model for
a VRPTW-rd is formulated below.

min
v̄

∑
v=1

fv ·Y0v +
v̄

∑
v=1

ctv ·T Lv (15)

subject to

Zi jv = 0, ∀i, j ∈ I \{0}, i 6= j,

ai ≥ b j (16)
v̄

∑
v=1

Yiv = 1, ∀i ∈ I \{0} (17)

Y0v ≥ Yiv, ∀i ∈ I \{0},v ∈V (18)

Yjv =
n

∑
i=0

Zi jv =
n

∑
i=0

Z jiv, ∀ j ∈ I,v ∈V, i 6= j (19)

n

∑
i=1

wiYiv ≤Cv, ∀v ∈V (20)

rdi ≤ ST Tv +M2
i · (1−Yiv) , ∀i ∈ I \{0},v ∈V,

M2
i = rdi (21)

a0 ≤ ST Tv, ∀v ∈V (22)

ST Tv + s0 + t0 j ≤ DTj +M3
j ·
(
1−Z0 jv

)
, ∀ j ∈ I \{0},v ∈V,

M3
j = b0 + s0 + t0 j−a j (23)

DTi + si + ti j ≤ DTj +M4
i j ·

(
1−

v̄

∑
v=1

Zi jv

)
, ∀i, j ∈ I \{0}, i 6= j,
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M4
i j = bi + si + ti j−a j (24)

ai ≤ DTi ≤ bi, ∀i ∈ I \{0} (25)

DTi + si + ti0 ≤ b0 +M5
i ·

(
1−

v̄

∑
v=1

Zi0v

)
, ∀i ∈ I \{0},

M5
i = bi + si + ti0−b0 (26)

DTi + si + ti0−ST Tv ≤ T Lv +M6
i · (1−Zi0v) , ∀i ∈ I \{0},v ∈V,

M6
i = bi + si + ti0 (27)

T Lv ≤ T Lmax, ∀v ∈V (28)
DTi ≥ 0, ∀i ∈ I \{0} (29)
ST Tv,T Lv ≥ 0, ∀v ∈V (30)
Yiv,Zi jv ∈ {0,1} ∀i, j ∈ I,v ∈V (31)

In the objective function (15) of the VRPTW-rd the sum of the fixed vehicle costs
and the variable costs based on the total tour lengths is minimized. Constraint (16)
ensures that a customer cannot be visited before another customer if his time window
is after this of the latter one. Constraint (17) ensures that each customer order is
delivered by exactly one vehicle. Inequality (18) indicates that the DC is visited in
each tour. Constraint (19) indicates that each customer order location is entered and
left. Constraint (20) guarantees that the capacity of each vehicle is not exceeded.
Constraints (21) and (22) indicate the earliest possible start time of a vehicle tour.
Inequalities (23)-(24) compute the delivery time of each order. Constraints (22)-(24)
are adapted from Braekers et al (2016a). Inequality (25) ensures that the delivery time
is within the time window, and (26) that the vehicle is back at the DC on time. The
maximum tour length is restricted by Constraints (27) and (28). Constraints (29)-(31)
indicate the domain of the decision variables.

5.4 Integrated order picking-vehicle routing problem

In the integrated problem both mathematical formulations are combined into a sin-
gle optimization problem. The order picking process has no due date anymore. The
only relevant time-restriction is that orders need to be delivered within the specified
time windows. By solving the subproblems simultaneously, more flexibility is pos-
sible. Vehicles can leave the plant at any time and as such have no fixed departure
time, i.e., picking due date. Therefore, Constraint (8) used in the order picking sub-
problem is not incorporated in the integrated OP-VRP formulation. Furthermore, the
computation of the Big M changes in Constraint (6) as follows:

STO j ≥CTOi−M7
i ·

(
1−

p̃

∑
p=1

Ui jp

)
, ∀i, j ∈ I \{0}, i 6= j,

M7
i = bi− t0i− s0 (32)
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As already mentioned, the completion times of the order picking in the OP-subproblem
in Sect. 5.2 are used as release dates in the VRP-rd in Sect. 5.3. In the integrated ap-
proach, the release date rdi, which is a parameter, in Constraint (21) is replaced by
variable CTOi. As such, Constraint (21) becomes:

CTOi ≤ ST Tv +M7
i · (1−Yiv) , ∀i ∈ I \{0},v ∈V,M7

i = bi− t0i− s0 (33)

In short, the formulation of the integrated OP-VRP is the following:

min
n

∑
i=1

pti ·
n

∑
j=0

p̄

∑
p=1

cpregp ·Ui jp +
n

∑
i=1

pti ·
n

∑
j=0

p̃

∑
p=p̄+1

cptempp ·Ui jp+

v̄

∑
v=1

fv ·Y0v +
v̄

∑
v=1

ctv ·T Lv (34)

subject to (2)-(5), (7), (9)-(14), (17)-(20), and (22)-(33).

6 Computational experiments

In this section, experiments are executed to evaluate the performance of the mathe-
matical models formulated in Sect. 5. The value of integration is computed by com-
paring the results of an integrated approach to these of an uncoordinated approach.

6.1 Data generation

In order to conduct the experiments, random data instances are generated. The ca-
pacity utilization of an order wi is randomly generated from a triangular distribution
with a minimum of 1 item, a mode of 2 items, and a maximum of 6 items, which re-
sults in an average order size of 3 items, as in Ruben and Jacobs (1999) and Petersen
(2000). The capacity of the picking devices is measured in number of items as in,
for example, Ruben and Jacobs (1999), de Koster et al (1999), and Henn (2012). All
order pickers have the same picking device with a capacity of 20 items. Thus, with
the instances used, each order picker is capable to pick every order as the maximum
order size is smaller than the picking device capacity. The order processing time pti is
equal to the sum of a setup time, i.e., 2 minutes, and the route time. The route time is
randomly generated from U(8,25), where U(x1,x2) defines the uniform distribution
between x1 and x2. The average order processing time is equal to 18.5 minutes which
is equivalent to the data used in Gong and de Koster (2008). The picking due date
pd is equal to 240. Thus, the order pickers have at most four hours to complete the
picking process for all customer requests. Two regular order pickers are available to
pick the orders. Four order pickers can work at a time, and as such at most two tem-
porary order pickers can be hired. The variable picking cost per minute working is
equal to 1 and 1.5 for regular and temporary order pickers, respectively. Both regular
and temporary order pickers work in a half-day shift, and thus are allowed to work
240 minutes. In the experiments, all orders are available for order picking at the same
moment in time and have the same order date.
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In the distribution part of the problem, three vehicles are available with a capacity
Cv of 100, 50 and 25 items, and a fixed vehicle cost fv of 250, 200 and 150, respec-
tively. The variable travel cost ctv is equal to 1 for all vehicles. Thus, the variable
travel costs are equal to the travel times. The x-coordinates and y-coordinates of the
destinations of the customer orders are randomly sampled from U(0,30). The DC is
located at the middle of the square, i.e., (15,15). The travel times ti j are equal to the
rounded Euclidean distance between the locations of the customer orders. The load-
ing time at the plant s0 is fixed at 20 minutes. Unloading times si (i≥ 1) are uniformly
distributed from U(2,10).

In an e-commerce context, companies often propose several time windows from
which customers can choose one within which they want to be delivered. In order
to obtain a feasible solution, the lower bound of the time window ai should be at
least equal to the picking due date plus the loading time at the DC plus the largest
possible travel time between the DC and the farthest possible customer location. This
customer location is located at the corner of the square. Then, the largest travel time
is computed as follows: tmax

0 j =
√
(xmax/2)2 +(ymax/2)2. For a square of 30 by 30,

the maximum rounded travel time between the DC and a customer is equal to 22.
The picking due date is at 240 and the loading time at the DC is 20 minutes. Conse-
quently, the lowest value of ai is equal to 282, i.e., pd + s0 + tmax

0 j . The upper bound
of the time window is equal to the lower bound plus 60 minutes. As such, each
customer order should be delivered within a one-hour time window. After servic-
ing the last customer in a route a vehicle has to return to the DC. A driver works in
8-hour shift (480 minutes), starting after the picking due date in the uncoordinated
approach. Consequently, the time window of the DC is [240,720]. Since time win-
dows of one hour are offered, seven lower bounds for the time window are possible:
{282,342,402,462,522,582,642}.

6.2 Solution methodology

In this section, computational experiments are conducted to evaluate the value of
integration. Three classes of instances are generated with 10, 15, and 20 customer
orders, respectively. For each class, twenty instances are used to test the performance
of the uncoordinated and the integrated approaches. Thus, the integrated problem is
evaluated for in total 60 instances. The problem class with 10 customer orders located
in a square of 30 by 30 is referred to as the basis problem. The instances are tested
on an Intel Core i5 with 2.6 GHz and 8GB RAM. CPLEX 12.6.2 from IBM is used
as MILP-solver.

6.2.1 Uncoordinated approach

In the uncoordinated approach, first the order picking subproblem, formulated in Sect.
5.2, is solved, followed by the VRP, formulated in Sect. 5.3. The vehicles arrive
at the DC at the picking due date. As such the orders cannot be loaded onto the
vehicle earlier and, therefore, the release date in the VRP of all orders is equal to the
picking due date. Thus, pd = a0 = rdi = 240. Consequently, Constraints (21) and (22)
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are the same, and to avoid duplicate constraints the latter one is removed from the
mathematical formulation in the experiments. The working time of the drivers starts
at the moment they arrive at the DC. Therefore, the computation of the tour lengths
starts at the lower bound of the time window of the DC. Constraint (27) is adapted to:

DTi + si + ti0−a0 ≤ T Lv +M10
i · (1−Zi0v) , ∀i ∈ I \{0},v ∈V,

M10
i = bi + si + ti0−a0 (35)

6.2.2 Integrated approach

In the integrated approach, the model formulated in Sect. 5.4 is used. The same data is
used as in the uncoordinated approach. However, the picking due date is not necessary
anymore, as mentioned before. Due to the increased flexibility, vehicles can arrive at
the DC at any moment in time, which results in the following time window of the DC:
[0,720]. Again, Constraint (22) is removed from the formulation as this is equivalent
to the nonnegativity constraint (30). The working time of the drivers starts at the
moment the vehicle is loaded.

6.3 Results: value of integration

6.3.1 Impact of number of customer orders

The results of the two approaches are compared to compute the value of integration.
The cost reduction rate (CRR), which represents the value of integration, is computed
as follows: 100 · [(TCunc−TCint)/TCunc], with TCunc the total costs of the uncoordi-
nated approach and TCint these of the integrated approach.

Table 2 Impact of number of customers orders

n CRR (%) ∆ TCcpreg(%) ∆ TCcptemp(%) ∆ TCctv (%) ∆ TC fv (%)

10 12.65 0.00 0.00 22.99 0.00
15 11.83 0.00 0.00 22.61 0.00
20 11.87 0.00 0.00 24.50 0.00

In Table 2, the average cost changes over the 20 instances per class, all avail-
able at the beginning of the planning horizon, are shown per cost component. The
integrated approach always leads to a better solution. The integrated approach results
in lower costs with improvements of approximately 12% on average (CRR), which
demonstrates the importance of integration. In the uncoordinated and integrated ap-
proach, the same number of regular order pickers (∆ TCcpreg) and number of vehicles
(∆ TC fv ) is used, and as such no savings are obtained on these cost components. No
temporary pickers are hired (∆ TCcptemp) in both approaches. The only difference
between the uncoordinated and the integrated approach are the variable travel costs
(∆ TCctv ).

This difference in variable travel costs is caused by the picking due date in the
uncoordinated approach. In this approach, the delivery operations are outsourced to
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(a) Uncoordinated approach

(b) Integrated approach

Fig. 3 Timeline of instance 1 with 10 customer orders and order date = 0

a 3PL service provider, which picks up the goods daily at the same fixed time. The
pickup time does not depend on the number of orders or the associated customer
specified delivery time windows. Consequently, even if the customers selected the
latest possible delivery time window the pickup time remains the same. Thus, in the
uncoordinated approach, the driver arrives at the DC at the pickup time, and conse-
quently the wage of the driver starts at the picking due date. However, the real start
of the vehicle tours is often later in time to satisfy the customer delivery time win-
dows. As such, drivers have to wait at the DC before traveling to the first customer in
the route, but are being paid. In the integrated approach, as there is no fixed pickup
time anymore, the start time of the distribution process is more flexible. The vehicles
arrive at the DC just before the real start of the routes, and as such the vehicles do
not have to wait. The drivers are paid for the time they actually work. This is illus-
trated in Fig. 3 for instance 1 with 10 customer orders and odi = 0 for all orders. The
corresponding vehicle routes are illustrated in Fig. 4.

Although in Table 2 no improvements on fixed vehicle costs are indicated, in
larger examples with more customer orders and a longer time horizon cost savings
on this component can be obtained. In an uncoordinated approach, all goods ordered
after the cut-off time will not be picked up by the 3PL at the pickup time. In an in-
tegrated approach, the cut-off time and fixed pickup time are no longer valid. Since
vehicles depart at different times throughout the day, these goods can be picked and
loaded on a vehicle the same day. Thus, whenever a vehicle leaves the DC to con-
duct a delivery route, more orders are already being handled in the DC which can
be delivered in that route. Hence, in examples spanning a longer time horizon, more
consolidation options will be possible. Consequently, less vehicle routes will be nec-
essary, which will result in a lower number of vehicles needed and a lower number of
kilometers traveled in total. Nevertheless, in order to quantify the impact of a longer
time horizon and more customer orders, additional experiments need to be conducted
in future research.
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(a) Uncoordinated approach

(b) Integrated approach

Fig. 4 Routes of instance 1 with 10 customer orders and order date = 0

6.3.2 Impact of order dates

In order to examine the impact of the moment in time an order is requested, two ad-
ditional values for the order date are tested on the instances with 10 customer orders:
180 and 210. Each of the 20 instances is tested for each order date value. The other
input data of each instance remain the same as in the previous experiments. Thus, the
only difference between the experiments in this section and these in Sect. 6.3.1 for
the instances with 10 customers is the value of the order date. Average cost savings
are indicated in Table 3.

Table 3 Impact of order date on instances with 10 customer orders

odi CRR (%) ∆ TCcpreg(%) ∆ TCcptemp(%) ∆ TCctv (%) ∆ TC fv (%)

0 12.65 0.00 0.00 22.99 0.00
180 15.75 -52.47 100.00 22.99 0.00
210 - - - - -
{0, 60, 120,
180, 210} 12.76 -1.35 15.00 22.99 0.00
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In the uncoordinated approach, all orders still need to be picked before the due
date of 240. Since each order picker is allowed to work 240 minutes, in the exper-
iments with order dates of 180, only 60 minutes per order picker are left to pick
orders. Consequently, in the uncoordinated approach temporary order pickers need
to be hired, whereas in the integrated approach the regular order pickers can pick all
orders on time. This results in higher labor costs for the order pickers. Furthermore,
with an order date of 210, the instances cannot be solved in the uncoordinated ap-
proach. With this order date, each order picker has 30 minutes left to pick orders.
In total, with four order pickers 120 minutes are available. However, the total time
needed to pick all orders is larger than 120 minutes in all generated instances. Thus,
no feasible solution can be found for these instances. In the integrated approach, no
picking due date has to be respected. All order pickers can work 240 minutes. In four
instances temporary order pickers need to be hired. The value of integration increases
with a later order date. The average cost savings (CRR) with an order date of 180 is
15.75% compared to an average CRR of 12.65% with an order date of 0. This is
mainly caused by the higher picking costs in the uncoordinated approach due to the
higher number of order pickers required. The total regular picking cost (∆ TCcpreg)
increases, but this is compensated by a decrease in total temporary picking cost (∆
TCcptemp).

Thus, the total time needed to pick and deliver all orders can be shortened in
the integrated approach compared to the uncoordinated approach. In practice, B2C
e-commerce companies offer customers the possibility to select the time window in
which they want the parcel to be delivered, often at an extra charge. By integration,
the company can allow customers to place their orders later in time and still offer
the same delivery time window options to their customers, which results in a faster
delivery. In other words, at each moment of time a customer places an order, more and
earlier time window options from which the customer can choose during the ordering
process, are available. Hence, integration can lead to a higher service level perceived
by the customers.

In the previously executed experiments, all orders have the same order date. The
experiments with order date values equal to 180 and 210 are worst-case scenarios
in which all orders are placed close to the picking due date in the uncoordinated
approach. Therefore, additional experiments are conducted in which the orders do not
have a common order date. The order dates are more spread over the time horizon.
The same instances with 10 customer orders are used, but the orders have a different
order date within an instance. The possible order dates are {0, 60, 120, 180, 210}.
Thus, the system is updated every hour, and a last time 30 minutes before the due
date of 240. Similar findings as in the experiments with odi = 180 are observed, as
indicated in Table 3. The value of integration (CRR) is slightly higher compared with
the instances having odi = 0. The increase in the total picking cost of regular pickers
(∆ TCcpreg) is compensated by savings in the total picking cost of temporary pickers
(∆ TCcptemp). Hence, even in a scenario where orders arrive at different points in
time, integration is valuable.
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Table 4 Impact of cost parameters on instances with 10 customer orders and an order date of 0

ctv CRR (%) ∆ TCcpreg(%) ∆ TCcptemp(%) ∆ TCctv (%) ∆ TC fv (%)

1 12.65 0.00 0.00 22.99 0.00
1.5 14.90 0.00 0.00 25.45 -7.50
2 17.03 0.00 0.00 29.29 -22.32

6.3.3 Impact of cost parameters

In the experiments in Sect. 6.3.1, the picking cost of the regular order pickers and the
variable travel cost have the same value, i.e., cpregp = ctv = 1. In order to investigate
the impact of an increase in, for example, fuel price, experiments with higher values
for the variable travel cost ctv are conducted. The same instances as in the basis
problem with 10 customer orders are used with the only difference being the value
of ctv which is equal to 1.5 or 2. Summarized results are set out in Table 4. The
results show that the value of integration (CRR) increases with the variable travel
cost. The higher the variable travel cost, the more valuable integration is. The total
picking costs do not change in the integrated approach. Whereas in the experiments
with a variable travel cost of 1 no difference in the total fixed vehicle cost (∆ TC fv )
is observed, in the experiments with a higher variable travel cost an increase in the
total fixed vehicle cost is noticed. When the variable travel cost is higher, it can be
more beneficial to conduct more routes if there is a considerable amount of waiting
time with a lower number of vehicles. Thus, the higher total vehicle fixed cost is
compensated by a reduction in waiting time per vehicle route. This leads to a decrease
in the total variable travel cost (∆ TCctv ) incurred. As can be seen in Table 4, a higher
variable travel cost value results on average in a larger decrease of the total variable
travel cost.

6.3.4 Impact of customer distance to the warehouse

Table 5 Impact of customer distance to the warehouse on instances with 10 customer orders and an order
date of 0

Square size CRR (%) ∆ TCcpreg(%) ∆ TCcptemp(%) ∆ TCctv (%) ∆ TC fv (%)

20x20 10.05 0.00 0.00 20.90 -3.75
30x30 12.65 0.00 0.00 22.99 0.00
40x40 18.81 0.00 0.00 33.18 0.00

In the basis problem, customers are located in a square of 30 by 30. In this section,
experiments are conducted on the instances with 10 customer orders and an order date
of 0 in which customers are located in a smaller (20x20) or larger (40x40) square.
Adapting the square size influences the available time windows since the earliest
lower bound of a time window is computed as follows: pd + s0 + tmax

0 j . The largest
travel time tmax

0 j changes when the square size is modified. The largest travel time in
a 20x20-square and a 40x40-square is 15 and 29, respectively. The corresponding
earliest lower bounds are 275 and 289. Compared to the basis problem with a 30x30-
square, the earliest lower bound is 7 minutes earlier or 7 minutes later. Thus, in the
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instances, the time windows for each order are updated according to the new time
window bounds.

Table 5 shows average savings over the 20 instances tested. The experiments in-
dicate that the larger the square in which customers are located, the higher the value
of integration due to higher savings in total variable travel cost (∆ TCctv). When cus-
tomers are located in a larger square, the average distance between two customers is
larger. Hence, more vehicles are needed to deliver all orders within their time win-
dows. Consequently, in problems with a larger square, more vehicles arrive at the DC
at the picking due date in the uncoordinated approach compared to problems with
a smaller square. However, the vehicles have to wait before they depart. During the
waiting time a variable travel cost is incurred. The more vehicles needed the higher
the total waiting time. In the integrated approach, the vehicles arrive at the exact de-
parture time at the DC. Accordingly, there is no waiting time at the depot, and thus
the total variable travel costs decrease. Thus, with a larger square, the waiting time
for a higher number of vehicles is reduced which leads to higher total savings in
comparison with a smaller square size.

6.3.5 Computation times

Table 6 Computation times of integrated OP-VRP

Minimum
time (s)

Average
time (s)

Maximum
time (s)

Basis scenario

n = 10
odi = 0
ctv = 1
square = 30x30

0.28 1.91 9.30

Changing
parameter

Parameter
value

Minimum
time (s)

Average
time (s)

Maximum
time (s)

n 15 4.23 22.86 141.78
20 33.49 4,965.16 25,774.23

odi 180 0.22 1.68 8.47
210 0.28 982.56 12,612.72

{0, 60, 120,
180, 210} 0.20 1.63 6.55

ctv 1.5 0.25 2.46 13.55
2 0.31 2.81 11.97

Square size 20x20 0.20 1.17 6.56
40x40 0.25 1.94 6.27

Table 6 provides the minimum, average and maximum computation time for each
problem scenario tested. In the integrated approach, the instances with 10 and 15 cus-
tomer orders can be solved in less than one minute on average. The more customer
orders are included, the more time is needed to find the optimal solution, with up
to approximately 26,000 s (7 h) to solve an instance with 20 orders. Thus, to solve
real-world instances with a larger number of orders a heuristic solution method is
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needed. Additionally, later order dates make the problem more complex as the plan-
ning horizon becomes shorter. Thus, the average computation time increases in the
experiments with order dates equal to 180 and 210. Furthermore, the higher the value
of the variable travel time, the higher the average computation time to obtain the op-
timal solution. Similarly, the size of the square in which customers are located and
the computation time are positively related.

6.3.6 Results: conclusion

Fig. 5 Trade-off personnel costs and service level in the integrated approach

To conclude, integration in a B2C e-commerce context has following advantages
compared to the uncoordinated approach: (1) a lower number of temporary order
pickers are needed, which leads to cost savings; and, (2) a higher service level can
be offered as companies allow customers to order later in time and are still able to
deliver within the same time windows. However, allowing these late orders implies
that more orders need to be picked closer to the departure time of the vehicles. Con-
sequently, more order pickers need to be hired compared to the case of earlier order
dates which results in higher personnel costs. As such, there is a trade-off between
customer service offered and personnel costs incurred, which is illustrated in Fig. 5
for the instances with 10 customer orders. The average picking costs over the 20 in-
stances tested are represented by the line graph and are indicated on the left axis. The
average number of regular and temporary pickers needed over the 20 instances tested
are shown in the column chart and are indicated on the right axis. Higher service
levels result in higher picking costs and a higher number of order pickers needed.
In the uncoordinated approach, due to the maximum number of orders pickers al-
lowed and the fixed arrival times of vehicles at the DC, no feasible solution can be
obtained when too many orders are placed close to the due date and not all orders can
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be picked on time, whereas in similar situations the integrated approach can still find
feasible solutions due to the higher flexibility, in these situations a feasible solution
can still be found. In the experiments conducted in this study, the higher service level
is interpreted as allowing the customers to place their orders later in time.

7 Conclusions and future research opportunities

B2C e-commerce sales are increasing every year. Customers expect a fast and accu-
rate delivery. In order to fulfill these high customer expectations all supply chain func-
tions have to be optimized simultaneously. In this paper, an order picking process and
a vehicle routing problem are integrated into a single optimization problem, i.e., an
integrated order picking-vehicle routing problem (OP-VRP), in a B2C e-commerce
context. As in the literature, most integrated problems consider a production environ-
ment, first production scheduling and order picking processes are compared before
an integrated OP-VRP is formulated. In general, different terminologies are used to
define rather similar concepts. The related concepts are linked with each other. For
instance, batching and zoning in a warehouse context are related with corresponding
processes in a production environment. In both a production context and a warehouse,
processed goods need to be delivered to customers. Consequently, there are interde-
pendencies between production and distribution as well as between warehousing and
distribution.

According to the authors, it is the first time order picking and vehicle routing de-
cisions are integrated. Mathematical formulations for a single order picking problem,
a vehicle routing problem with time windows and release dates, and an integrated
problem are presented. The performance of the proposed integrated OP-VRP is com-
pared to an uncoordinated approach in which first an OPP is solved and afterwards a
VRP. The total costs obtained by using an uncoordinated approach are compared to
the total costs obtained by using the integrated approach.

Experiments indicate that integrating both problems can lead to cost savings of
14% on average, with even up to approximately 37%. Less temporary order pickers
need to be hired in an integrated approach. Vehicles can arrive at the DC at any
moment of the day, and thus arrive just before a route needs to start. Consequently,
vehicles do not have to wait before the start of a delivery route, which leads to lower
driver wages. Additionally, B2C e-commerce companies can offer a higher service
level when order picking and vehicle routing decisions are integrated into a single
optimization problem. Customers can request their goods later in time and still have
the possibility to choose the same delivery time window as an order requested earlier.
Companies cannot offer this service in an uncoordinated approach due to the fixed
picking due date before which all orders need to be picked. Not enough time is left
to pick orders which are requested late. Furthermore, a sensitivity analysis indicates
that both the variable travel cost and the size of the square in which the customers are
located are positively related with the value of integration.

In this study, experiments with small-size instances with at most 20 customer
orders are conducted. The integrated OP-VRP for instances with 10 and 15 customers
is capable to find a solution within one minute. However, solving larger instances
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with 20 customer orders can take up to approximately 7 h. A real-world distribution
center handles a large number of orders a day. They need to be able to determine
order picking schedules and vehicle routes in a small amount of time. Therefore, a
heuristic solution method for the integrated OP-VRP needs to be developed.

The formulated integrated OP-VRP can be expanded with batch picking and/or
zoning. Furthermore, in a B2C e-commerce context customers can place orders 24/7
and as such demand is generally not known in advance. Determined schedules need
to be adapted every time a new order enters the system. Therefore, an integrated
OP-VRP in a dynamic context is a valuable further research direction. Moreover,
including loading times depending on, e.g., the number of orders, can be included in
future models.
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